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Abstract
Edge computing has enabled a large set of emerging edge applications by exploiting
data proximity and offloading latency-sensitive and computation-intensive workloads
to nearby edge servers. However, supporting edge application users at scale in wide-
area environments poses challenges due to limited point-of-presence edge sites and con-
strained elasticity. In this paper, we introduce Armada: a densely-distributed edge cloud
infrastructure that explores the use of dedicated and volunteer resources to serve geo-
distributed users in heterogeneous environments. We describe the lightweight Armada
architecture and optimization techniques including performance-aware edge selection,
auto-scaling and load balancing on the edge, fault tolerance, and in-situ data access. We
evaluate Armada in both real-world volunteer environments and emulated platforms to
show how common edge applications, namely real-time object detection and face recog-
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Edge computing, a computing paradigm that brings computation closer to data sources
and end-users, has enabled the deployment of emerging edge-native applications [1, 2].
With 5G accelerating the first network hop and rapid rollout of public edge infrastruc-
ture, edge computing is starting to play a significant role in the computing landscape
[3].
The emerging edge-native applications, including AR/VR, cognitive assistance, au-
tonomous vehicles, are latency-sensitive and compute-intensive. Offloading workload
from devices to powerful edge servers that can run complex machine learning algorithms
is necessary to resolve the device-side limitation. The demand for these applications will
increase rapidly and require the edge to be highly available and scalable. However, elas-
ticity is a well-known limitation of edge resources [4]. A burst of incoming workload
can easily overwhelm an edge site causing service performance degradation. Further-
more, widely geo-distributed users require wide edge availability with full coverage of
geographical locations to provide low-latency edge access. These requirements cannot
be satisfied by single providers with limited point-of-presence and capacity in today’s
edge infrastructure deployments [5, 6, 7, 8].
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1.2 Challenges and our solution
Edge platforms that exploit edge resources from multiple providers have been proposed
in both industry [9, 10, 11], and academia [12] to enlarge the edge coverage. However,
they are built on top of dedicated resources with a sparsely-distributed resource model :
users from a certain geographic location only have one or few nearby edge options
which can provide a low-latency response. Overload can easily happen since dedicated
resources are physically limited and lack scaling capabilities. With the advent of power-
ful personal computers and devices, we believe the necessary compute power is already
closer to the users. Volunteer-based underused personal devices can be organized and
coordinated at scale to resolve resource limitations on the edge. In this thesis, we in-
troduce Armada, a robust latency-sensitive edge cloud that explores the use of both
dedicated and volunteer resources to support low-latency computation offloading.
Armada uses a densely-distributed resource model : users from a certain geographic
location can have multiple nearby options to offload computations. Specifically, we
explore the following challenges:
• How to select edge nodes to obtain low end-to-end latency in heterogeneous envi-
ronments?
• How to achieve edge scalability with multiple loosely-coupled and resource-constrained
edge nodes?
• How to guarantee continuous service in volunteer environments with high node
churn and failure rate?
• How to minimize latency overhead for data persistence and consistency on edge?
Armada implements auto-scaling service deployment mechanisms based on real-time
user demand and distribution, and uses a user-side performance probing strategy as a
key idea to guide service selection and load balancing among multiple edge nodes. The
service deployment mechanisms incorporate several factors that affect performance, in-
cluding user/data geo-location, edge server load, and network latency. User-side probing
employs multiple, flexibly maintained client-to-edge connections that provide fault tol-
erance by enabling immediate connection switch to alternate edge nodes upon node
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failure. In addition, we introduce an edge-native storage layer to support low-latency
data access when data and processing states cannot persist locally on volatile compute
resources.
In this thesis, we focus on the system and implementation aspects of Armada. We
show how real-time inference, a common latency-sensitive and computation-intensive
application category, can be easily deployed on Armada and serve geo-distributed users
with low latency. Then we take a closer look at system scalability, fault tolerance
and data access performance in both real-world volunteer environments and emulation
environments. The evaluation shows that Armada achieves a 33% - 52% reduction in
average user end-to-end latency with high concurrent demand compared to locality-
based and dedicated-resources-only approaches.
1.3 Contribution
We list our contributions as follows:
• Deliver low-latency edge service access through a performance-aware service se-
lection approach.
• Achieve edge scalability through a densely-distributed edge resource model.
• Achieve fault tolerance on the edge through a redundancy-based multi-connection
strategy.
• Implement an native storage layer on the edge to support in-situ data access and
persistence.
1.4 Thesis Overview
• Chapter 2 briefly introduces the paradigm of edge computing and gives an overview
of Armada driven by our design principles. It also includes a brief introduction of
related work.
• Chapter 3 describes Armada system components in detail.
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• Chapter 4 and 5 discuss two core strategies and building blocks Armada applies
to achieve low-latency service selection, edge scalability and fault tolerance.
• Chapter 6 showcases the Armada workflow through two example real-time infer-
ence applications.
• Chapter 7 shows the experimental results that validate our solution.




2.1 Edge Computing Paradigm
Edge computing is a computing paradigm that brings the compute resources physically
closer to data generation, applications and end users to minimize the latency overhead
over the networking communication channels. Instead of transferring data all the way
to remote data centers for processing, the presence of edge resources enables low-latency
responses for service and data access. It has become significant for emerging latency-
sensitive and computational-intensive applications.
The origin of edge computing reaches back to the 1990s when the content delivery
network (CDN) was introduced by Akamai [13] to accelerate web-based content delivery.
By placing the caching and storage capacity geographically closer to end users, image
and video data can be fetched faster to improve the web performance.
With the paradigm of cloud computing starting to thrive in 2006 [14], the concept
of edge computing was first introduced by Satyanarayanan et al. in 2009 [15]. Edge
computing generalizes the idea of CDN by bringing the compute capacity and cloud
technology to the network edge. It can support highly responsive cloud services by min-
imizing the communication latency through short networking paths. With the number
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices rapidly increasing, the term fog computing was pro-
posed in 2012 [16] to cater the need of IoT applications. Besides the latency benefits
5
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edge resources can provide, fog computing nodes concentrate on processing, filtering and
aggregating data streams from IoT sensors and actuators locally to save the bandwidth
consumption of remote centralized services and overall networking cost.
In the following years, the paradigm of edge computing [3, 17, 18] has become a sig-
nificant concept with emerging latency-sensitive and AI-powered applications, includ-
ing wearable cognitive assistance [19], video analytics for drones [20, 21], autonomous
vehicles [22], AR/VR gaming [23] and real-time surveillance [24, 25]. Geographically-
distributed edge computing infrastructure successfully extends the cloud data centers
and brings profound impact to the future of computing landscape.
2.2 Armada Overview
2.2.1 Heterogeneous Edge-Dense Environment
Logical proximity, defined as low-latency high-bandwidth communication channels be-
tween edge servers and users, is usually provided by a LAN, on-premise networking
infrastructures, and increasingly 5G technologies. However, special-purpose networking
and compute resources on the edge are highly constrained in availability and scalability.
In Figure 2.1, we show that nearby general-purpose resources in heterogeneous WAN
environments (Edge-tier-2) can also provide low-latency benefits when Edge-tier-1 re-
sources are not available or overloaded. We include both dedicated local public servers
and volatile volunteer resources in Edge-tier-2 to enlarge the edge presence. Therefore,
the resource limitation on edge can be resolved with the help of abundant volunteer
edge nodes densely distributed around users, namely edge-dense environments.
The heterogeneity of Edge-tier-2 resources is twofold. First, connections from users
to edge servers in WAN environments are highly diverse in terms of local ISPs and
underlying networking infrastructure. Based on how users connect to the network, the
actual number of routing hops and latency performance to the same edge server can
highly diverge. Second, accessible compute resources present in nearby areas come from
multiple providers and individuals. The heterogeneous capacity and hardware can lead
to different processing performance, which is on the critical path of user requests and
thus affects the end-to-end latency. Volunteer resources will amplify such heterogeneity
by introducing more edge access points and increasing the system entropy.
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Figure 2.1: RTT latency in heterogeneous edge-dense environment
2.2.2 Design Goals
Armada is designed with the following goals in mind:
• Support for low-latency computation offloading at scale with densely
distributed edge resources: While one edge server is limited by its capacity,
many loosely coupled but densely distributed edge nodes can coordinate with each
other to provision nearby users at scale. Armada is designed to manage resource-
constrained but abundantly distributed edge nodes to support scalable low-latency
computation offloading. As a result, applications deployed on Armada are able to
automatically scale and obtain more resources in a specific region if more users
are present.
• Locality-based service deployment: Service deployment should be based on
fine-grained geographical specifications to reduce networking latency. Multiple
replicas 1 of the service should be deployed on different edge nodes to guarantee
edge availability and capacity in specified regions. Changes to currently active
users should also dynamically guide the service placement to fit the real-time user
distribution. Furthermore, new service deployment should be optimized for short
startup time to start serving users in a timely manner.
1 We use the term service replica and task interchangeably in this thesis.
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• Performance-aware service selection in heterogeneous environments:
Geographical proximity is not strictly equivalent to low RTT latency. Multi-
ple factors together determine the edge performance including network/compute
resource heterogeneity and availability. Given a list of nearby edge nodes running
replicas of the application service, Armada should identify the best-performing
edge access point for each user to offload the computation. This edge selection
process should also handle the load balancing for all users to achieve overall lower
latency.
• Ease of use: Armada interfaces should be easy to use for both application devel-
opers and resource contributors. In particular, developers should use Armada SDK
with minimum code modifications to their applications for deployment. More-
over, resource contributors should be able to register their nodes quickly with
lightweight components and isolated runtime.
• Fault tolerance: Armada must ensure the fault tolerance for Armada users in the
presence of high node churn due to volatile, unreliable and unpredictable volunteer
resources. Armada users must be guaranteed continuous service and experience
zero downtime upon node failure or node leaving.
• In-situ edge storage: Armada should provide a native storage layer on the
edge [26] to support low-latency data access. The storage layer should be reliable
and independent from the volatile compute layer to persist the data for stateful
and data-intensive applications. Also, flexible duplication and consistency policies
should be supported for different application requirements.
2.2.3 Armada Application
Armada applications are long-running edge services using Armada resources for low-
latency computation offloading. It includes a server-side program submitted to Armada
for application-specific processing, and a client-side program used by application users
to discover the service and offload computations. Armada deploys multiple replicas
of the server-side program (tasks) to guarantee availability and scalability. Moreover,
the client-side program uses Armada SDK to help application users locate the nearby
9
service access points and establish direct communication channels. In Armada, we focus
on the scenario where application users are co-located with the processing data, such as
AR users sending out video streams for real-time processing. However, we also support
external data upload from other data sources to the Armada storage layer, providing
low-latency data access for running services.
In Armada, volunteer resources are assumed to be unstable, volatile, and dynamic,
with high node churn in heterogeneous environments. The guarantee on immediate
recovery and continuous services upon node failure requires that application clients
immediately switch connections to other service replicas and continue processing without
waiting for failed node recovery. Therefore, no hard states or dependencies of the users
are allowed to be maintained on the server-side for Armada applications. Application
developers should either modify the application to maintain hard states and execution
contexts on the client-side or use the Armada storage layer through Armada storage
SDK to persist the data with minimized latency overhead.
2.3 Related Work
Edge sites are abundant in point-of-presence but limited in capacity. [4] demonstrates
how an edge site can be easily overloaded with a burst of incoming traffic. Adap-
tive streaming and greedy-based optimization techniques are proposed to maximize the
resource utilization per edge site, however, the client-centric QoS reception is not consid-
ered to make resource allocation decisions. [27] also focuses on improving the resource
utilization from the perspective of a single edge site to achieve edge elasticity, but it
fails to interpret the scalability problem in multi-edge environments. [28] considers
load balancing over multiple edge sites for elasticity, but it is built on dedicated-only
edge resources with limited capacity and flexibility. In dynamic volatile environments,
[29, 30] utilizes client-centric metrics (QoS) to guide edge selection decisions, but they
fail to consider the heterogeneous edge compute capacity and their effects on latency
performance. [31] uses networked mobile devices as an extended cloud. It can tolerate
edge server failures by enabling isolated device clusters to function separately, but it
fails to consider the networking performance and resource heterogeneity of each mobile
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device to identify the QoS. Also, the related works above are evaluated based on emu-
lation platforms, lacking real-world experiments in edge environments. In Armada, we
consider latency-sensitive edge selection, scalability and fault tolerance challenges all
together to design the system architecture and mechanisms.
Several different research projects investigate the utilization of volunteer resources
for both compute and storage [32, 33, 34]. Nebula [35] is a geo-distributed edge cloud
that uses volunteer on an otherwise dedicated resource system to carry out data-intensive
computing infrastructure for intensive computation and data storage with a NaCI sand-
box. The NaCl sandbox is limited memory space and computation which defers it from
running compute-intensive applications. Ad Hoc Cloud System [36] and cuCloud [37]
are volunteer systems that harvest resources from sporadically available volunteer nodes,
however, they lack locality or performance-aware mechanisms. Some groups have inves-
tigated running compute-intensive tasks on edge nodes based on MapReduce [38, 39].
These studies aim to handle resource allocation and data durability, however they are
mainly designed for heavy computation with less concern about data storage. In indus-
try, K3s [40] is a lightweight version of kubernetes [41], specifically designed for edge
or IoT scenarios. KubeEdge [42] leverage computing resources from the cloud and edge
to coordinate both environments. However, they are still oriented to central clusters
management without optimization on heterogeneous resources and locality.
Storage at the edge can be categorized into offload (offload data to edge and sync
with cloud), aggregate (Data collected from multiple devices to the edge) and P2P (data
generated by one device shared with another) [43, 44]. Most of the existing storage
systems focuses on offload and aggregate models. P2P storage is not explored much due
to concerns of data security and synchronization difficulties across unreliable devices.
CloudPath [45] uses PathStore [46], an eventually consistent datastore with persistent
data on cloud and partial replicas on edge. The store may have a degraded performance
when new data is queried frequently. SessionStore [47] is a hierarchical datastore that
guarantees session consistency using session-aware reconciliation algorithms built on
top of Cassandra [48] and hence support client mobility to an extend. DataFog [49] is
an IoT data management infrastructure which places replica based on spatial locality,
addresses sudden surges in demand using a location-aware load balancing policy and
evicts and compresses data based on temporal relevance. However, it does not support
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network proximity based node selection. FogStore [50] is a geo-distributed key-value
infrastructure that places replicas based on latency of data access. Also, to ensure fault
tolerance similar to DataFog, one of the replicas is kept at a remote location in FogStore.





Figure 3.1 shows the Armada system architecture. Armada consists of geo-distributed
nodes that donate their compute and/or storage resources, along with a set of global
and central services hosted on dedicated, stable nodes. Both Armada system compo-
nents and Armada-hosted applications are encapsulated in Docker containers for ease
of use and fast deployment. Docker itself provides a lightweight, isolated runtime and
abstractions over underlying resources for edge nodes, which is a good option for ship-
ping the code easily to volunteer-based heterogeneous environments. Armada resources
and services together constitute the following major components:
• Beacon: Beacon is the global entry point for all interactions with Armada central
services. It will forward requests to corresponding handler components, including
application deployment requests, user connection requests and resource registra-
tion requests.
• Application Manager: Application manager maintains the states of submitted
applications in Armada and manages the application lifecycle. It globally controls,
operates, and monitors all application tasks running on different edge nodes, and




Figure 3.1: Armada system architecture
• Compute Layer: Compute layer manages dedicated and volunteer compute re-
sources in Armada. It includes Spinner, the compute resource manager and Cap-
tain, the compute node. The Spinner handles compute node registration, health
check and resource allocation for task deployment requests sent by the Applica-
tion manager. The Captain manages the local heterogeneous resources through
the Docker engine API and processes user workloads.
• Storage Layer: Storage layer manages dedicated and volunteer storage resources
in Armada. It includes Cargo manager, the storage resource manager and Cargo,
the storage node. The Cargo manager handles storage node registration, health
check, maintains metadata and executes storage policies for data-dependent ap-
plications. The Cargo manages the local heterogeneous storage resources using
the Docker volume and persists data on the edge supporting low-latency access
for nearby users.
• Application Client: Application client is the user-side program of Armada ap-
plications. It incorporates Armada client SDK with application-specific logic to
communicate with edge services deployed in Armada.
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3.2 Beacon
Beacon is the entry point of contact for all initial interactions with Armada. It exposes
interfaces for application developers to deploy edge services and monitor service status,
application users to query service access points, and resource contributors to register
edge nodes. Requests with different purposes will be forwarded to different handler
services i.e., Application manager, Spinner and Cargo Manager, for further processing.
Beacon provides the central public access point for different entities to establish initial
connections with Armada components.
3.3 Application Manager
Application manager (AM) handles service deployment requests from application devel-
opers and service discovery requests from application users. AM also monitors the user
demand and user distribution to make service auto-scaling decisions. Each service in
Armada contains multiple replicas, namely tasks, deployed on distributed edge nodes.
AM globally controls and monitors all replicas of the service through task-oriented
APIs exposed by the compute layer (Section 3.4). In this way, Armada decouples the
application-level management from the underlying edge resources layer. Three major
modules of AM are described as follows.
Parameter Description
Image Docker image for the application service
Compute Req Compute resource requirements
Sched Policy* Optional customized scheduling policy
Location Coordinate(s) for expected user distribu-
tion
Need Storage If persistent edge storage is required
Storage Req* Storage requirements: capacity, consis-
tency policy and data source
Table 3.1: Service deployment interface(* denotes optional parameters)
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3.3.1 Service Deployment
Initial service deployment request includes parameters shown in Table 3.1. Service
deployers only need to specify the resources required per replica without worrying about
the number of replicas and replica distributions. AM initially deploys a minimum of
three replicas to guarantee fault tolerance through the Spinner task deployment API.
Then more replicas will be automatically spawned based on actual user demand and
distribution (discussed later in auto-scaling). For all deployed tasks, AM periodically
requests the underlying resource layer to collect real-time updates including running
status, current load and resource utilization. If the Need Storage field is true, AM
will send storage resource requirements to the Cargo manager (Section 3.5) to allocate
persistent edge storage capacity associated with the service.
3.3.2 Service Discovery and Selection
AM processes service discovery requests for application clients to establish initial con-
nections to edge servers. Multiple factors are incorporated to make service selection
decisions including geo-locations, resource availability, server load and network latency.
We propose a 2-step performance-aware approach (discussed in Chapter 4) to select the
best edge access point for each application client.
3.3.3 Service Auto-scaling
AM handles the auto-scaling of the service based on the real-time user demand and
distribution. The initial three service replicas are deployed in expected locations (Table
3.1) without having actual users connected. When users join, AM will asynchronously
associate user locations with new task deployment requests sent to the Spinner. Then,
the Spinner scheduler will try to incrementally allocate more edge resources in specified
locations to deliver better edge performance. With the help of Spinner scheduling
policies (Section 3.4), AM auto-scaling requests can adapt to both higher user demand
and wider user distribution by deploying more replicas in overloaded locations and
spawning replicas in new locations.
In Armada, scalability is achieved at both service deployment and user service se-




Armada compute layer manages dedicated and volunteer compute resources to exe-
cute latency-sensitive and computation-intensive edge services. It contains Spinner, the
compute resource manager, and Captains, the geo-distributed edge compute nodes in
Armada.
3.4.1 Spinner
Spinner manages edge compute resources in Armada, and runs the Armada scheduler
that allocates edge resources and deploys tasks. Table 3.2 shows Spinner interfaces,
including task-oriented APIs for Application mananger to operate on tasks and APIs
for Captains to register and report status. Spinner acts as the bridge between Armada
applications and underlying edge compute resources.
Interface Input/Output Description
Task Deploy Task Metadata/
Status, Task ID
Application manager sends a task deploy-
ment request to Spinner.
Task Status Task ID/
Task Status
Application manager queries the runtime
status of the task.
Task Cancel Task ID/Status Application manager notifies Spinner to
remove a task.
Captain Join Node Metadata/
Status
A new Captain registers itself into the sys-
tem.
Captain Update Captain Updates/ Captain sends heartbeats to Spinner re-
porting status updates.
New Policy Schedule Policy/
Status
Register a new scheduling policy.
Table 3.2: Spinner interfaces
Spinner handles the Task Deploy request through the Armada scheduler. Given
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the task image, resource requirements, target location, and optional custom scheduling
policies, Armada scheduler uses a series of node filters followed by sorting policies to
select edge nodes in heterogeneous environments effectively. We consider four types of
policies in the scheduler: locality-based, resource-aware, docker-aware and customized.
Our tech report [51] describes the details of scheduling policies.
Filter policies are used sequentially to remove unqualified Captains, while all sorting
policies are used collectively to determine the final sorting order. Each sorting policy
is subject to a weight, defined as how significantly this policy affects the latency per-
formance. The weighted score decides the final selected Captain for each Task Depoly
request. Note that Spinner also notifies un-selected Captains to prefetch the task im-
ages if possible to accelerate future task deployment by reducing the image downloading
time.
3.4.2 Captain
Captain1 is an edge compute node in Armada. It listens to task operation instruc-
tions from Spinner, manages container lifecycle locally through Docker engine APIs,
and discovers nearby edge storage capacity for data-related tasks using Cargo manager
(Section 3.5). Captain isolates Armada runtime from the host environments and ex-
poses edge services for direct connections with nearby users. Captain also reports local
resource utilization, task running status and image repository information periodically
to Spinner.
3.5 Storage Layer
Armada storage layer maintains dedicated and volunteer storage resources in Armada.
It enables edge services and applications to persist data on the edge with low-latency
access. Armada storage layer consists of two components: Cargo Manager, the storage
resource manager, and Cargos, the geo-distributed storage nodes.
1 Captain represents both the edge compute node and the controller container running in the node.
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3.5.1 Storage Manager
Cargo manager manages edge storage resources in Armada. Table 3.3 shows Cargo
manager interfaces: for Cargos to join and report status, Application manager to al-
locate storage resources, and Captains to discover nearby data access points. Cargo
manager also spawns data replicas to guarantee fault-tolerance and low-latency data
access for geo-distributed services. Data persistence is achieved on edge with redundant
data replicas and flexible data consistency policies. The three main modules of Cargo
manager are storage registration, data access point selection and storage auto-scaling.
Our tech report [51] describes the details of storage policies and mechanisms.
Interface Input/Output Description
Cargo Join Cargo Metadata/
Status
A new Cargo registers itself into the
system.
Cargo Update Cargo Updates/ Cargo sends heartbeats to Cargo
manager reporting status updates.
Store Register Storage Req/ Status Application manager registers stor-
age capacity for an edge service.
Cargo Discover Captain Info/ Status Captain queries nearby data access
points
Table 3.3: Cargo manager interfaces
3.5.2 Cargo
Cargo is an edge storage node in Armada. It handles data I/O operations and propa-
gation of updates to replicas depending on the type of consistency. Each Cargo node
is aware of at most three replica Cargo nodes corresponding to application data. The
updates made to one Cargo node are propagated in a cascade manner to all the repli-
cas if more data replicas are spawned to meet the user demands. Table 3.4 describes
the Armada storage SDK used by server-side application programs to interact with the
storage layer. With Captains locating nearby data access points, Armada storage SDK
helps tasks transparently communicate with nearby Cargos.
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Function Input / Output Description
Init Cargo Cargo App Meta-
data/ Status




Write data to the Cargo node
Read Read Data/
Read Status
Read data from Cargo node
Close Cargo /Status Close connection to Cargo node af-
ter use
Table 3.4: Armada storage SDK
3.6 Application Client
Application client is the user-side program of Armada applications. It contains the
application-specific logic and uses Armada client SDK to help application users locate
the service access points and establish connections. Application client plays an impor-
tant role in coordinating with Armada system components to achieve latency-sensitive
service selection, scalability and fault tolerance. We describe performance probing (in
Chapter 4) and multi-connection (in Chapter 5) strategies which are core building blocks
inside Armada client SDK, and discuss how they are applied to deliver Armada benefits.
Application developers develop the application client program using Armada client
SDK with minimum code modifications. We currently support the gRPC protocol in





4.1 2-Step Approach Service Selection
For availability and scalability purposes, multiple edge service replicas are deployed on
multiple edge nodes densely distributed around application clients. How to discover
and select nearby edge access points becomes the vital challenge to deliver satisfactory
latency performance. We implement a performance-aware service selection approach
to accurately evaluate edge server candidates and networking environments for each
application client to make the correct service selection decision.
Application manager (3.3) processes initial requests for application client connec-
tions. It maintains the metadata and states of all deployed service replicas. Application
users need to query AM for nearby access points before establishing direct communi-
cation channels. However, the networking performance is nondeterministic in hetero-
geneous wide-area environments, and different hardware leads to different processing
speeds. In addition, non-Armada networking traffic and workloads are unpredictable
in practical volunteer environments, which will also cause performance fluctuation at
random periods. There are no unified criteria to address all the above heterogeneities
and system dynamics at the same time.
We argue that periodic end-to-end latency probing is the only effective way to iden-
tify the best-performing edge node in real-time deterministically. In Armada, we propose
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a 2-step approach for application clients to select low-latency service access points ac-
curately. Application Manager implements the first step of this approach by generating
the service candidate list, and application clients finish the second step by performing
the probing tests and making final decisions.
4.1.1 Step1: Server-side Service Selection
Algorithm 1 shows how to generate the service candidate list at step 1 using the user
information as input. The candidate list is a small subset of service replicas that are
likely to provide low latency responses for specific users. The considered factors include
geo-proximity, resource utilization of the service replica (to detect overload), and the
optionally-specified network affiliation between edge nodes and users.
Algorithm 1 Service Selection Step-1
Input: Loc,NetType, . . .
Output: CandidateList
1: function ServiceSelect(Loc,NetType, . . .)
2: LocalServices ← geoProximitySearch(Loc)
3: for i← 1 to LocalServices.len() do
4: EdgeNetType ← LocalServices[i].NetType
5: LocLocalServices[i].Score←
LocalServices[i].Resources ∗ weight1 +
netAffiliation(EdgeNetType,NetType) ∗ weight2 +
. . .
6: end for
7: CandidateList ← TopNSort(TopN,LocalServices)
8: return CandidateList
9: end function
In geoProximitySearch(), we apply GeoHash [52] with less precision to identify a
wider-range geographical area, so relatively far-away edge nodes will be evaluated in the
same way as closer edge nodes to avoid excluding better-performing options from the
candidate list in heterogeneous environments. For available local service access points,
we use the real-time resource utilization to identify the existing workload. Edge nodes
with less existing load tend to be selected first. We also consider network affiliation
in WAN to identify edge nodes with better network connections to application clients.
Both edge nodes and application clients can optionally specify their network information
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like local ISPs as attributes NetType to apply the netAffiliation() function. Edge nodes
with the same NetType as application clients tend to be selected first to deliver better
network connections. A weighted score is calculated for each nearby service access point
(Algorithm 1 line 5), preparing for the sorting step at line 7. Additional factors can be
specified with customized weight to increase the accuracy of the selection.
TopN (line 7) is the length of the candidate list. Larger TopN value leads to higher
accuracy but also higher overhead during the performance probing step. We use the
TopN of 3 to have moderate overhead and enough accuracy.
4.1.2 Step2: Client-side Performance Probing
Performance probing is the second step in the service selection process. Once the Can-
didate list is generated in Step 1 (4.1.1), all edge access points in this list are passed
to requesting application clients. Each application client then establishes connections
to all candidates for probing tests. The candidate with the lowest end-to-end latency is
selected to start offloading the actual workload. More importantly, the 2-step service
selection process is performed periodically and asynchronously in the background to
adapt to system dynamics. If the selected node is suddenly overloaded or a closer node
joins the system later, application clients can always identify the changes and switch to
a better edge node if necessary.
Concurrent probing tests from one application client to multiple candidate edge
nodes introduce networking overhead. Each request contains data payload which con-
sumes the bandwidth on both client side and server side. We require the service deployer
to upload a dummy data payload for probing processing upon application submission.
In this case, probing requests only measure the RTT latency and heterogenous process-
ing time on the edge side excluding the data transfer time caused by limited bandwidth.
We argue that comparing networking RTT latency and heterogenous processing time
on the edge side is sufficient to identify the best-performing candidate.
Also, asynchronous probing in the background consumes additional CPU circles
on the client side. Resource-constrained client-side devices can specify the interval
time to limit the probing frequency. Application clients are more responsive to system
dynamics with higher probing frequency. For each group of performance probing tests
to multiple candidates, a Grace Period is applied to avoid continuous connection switch.
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The application client only switches to a better performing candidate B from the current
access point A when Latency B <(Latency A + Grace Period).
4.2 Scalability and Load Balancing
Elasticity is a well-known limitation of edge computing since widely-distributed edge
sites have much less compute capacity compared to large-scale data centers. This chal-
lenge is further exemplified in volunteer environments since heterogeneous volunteer
edge nodes are more resource-constrained compared to dedicated edge micro data cen-
ters. In Armada, we achieve edge scalability and load balancing through loosely-coupled
densely-distributed volunteer edge nodes, which is natively supported by our 2-step ser-
vice selection approach (4.1)
The performance probing strategy measures the end-to-end latency for application
clients to identify the performance of each candidate edge node. If one candidate is over-
loaded by other clients and introduces high queueing delay as well as resource contention,
the probing test for this candidate then indicates a bad performance and therefore other
candidates are selected to serve the client. Since the probing test reflects both the net-
working RTT latency and processing performance, the predominant factor determines
the final service selection decision. If a closer edge node for a new application client
has lower RTT latency but is overloaded by existing local clients, the degraded process-
ing performance becomes the dominating factor. A far-away but idle candidate can be
selected in this case to deliver faster responses.
As a result, load balancing is automatically handled since overload can negatively
affect the performance probing results. Latency-driven performance probing balances
the load and improves edge scalability.
Chapter 5
Multi-Connection Fault Tolerance
5.1 Challenges: Fault Tolerance in Edge vs. Cloud
Large-scale data centers provide excellent fault tolerance features supported by abun-
dant backup resources. While one node fails unexpectedly, a second available node
can immediately take over the requests, and maintains the continuousness of the ser-
vices. Redundancy-based mechanisms along with dynamic load balancing mechanisms
of intelligent cloud gateways guarantee zero down time of the service upon failures.
However, small-scale edge sites are highly constrained on redundant resources, and
volunteer environments are full of unreliable and limited single-machine edge sites. Small
edge failures can easily lead to unrecoverable situations where all user connections are
forced to terminate, causing service downtime. For critical applications like autonomous
vehicles, any level of service downtime is unacceptable and might cause severe conse-
quences.
5.2 Redundancy-based multi-connection fault tolerance
Similar to pre-establishing redundant connections for handover in the telecommunica-
tion domain, we develop a client-side SDK to maintain multiple connections to differ-
ent edge servers, preparing for potential edge failures. Benefits from the performance
probing step in service selection strategy (4.1), each application client already has com-
munication channels to different edge node candidates. We employ these redundant
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performance probing connections to deliver fault tolerance support upon edge failures.
Our client-side SDK can automatically detect connection failures and immediately
switch to the next available edge node in the candidate list without any delay to guar-
antee the consciousness of the service. Since all edge access points in the candidate
list are selected by step 1 in the service selection process (4.1) and they are sorted by
performance in the probing test, the newly-connected edge node is the second-best op-
tion that can also deliver low-latency responses. The failed connection is then discarded
in the next performance probing test and a new candidate list is updated to replace
the failed edge nodes. Compared to establishing a new connection upon edge failure,
Armada client SDK eliminates the time required for service discovery and connection
establishment.
Establishing redundant and proactive connections introduces overhead on both client
side and server side. We argue that this is an inevitable strategy to use when applications
have hard requirements on continuous services and edge resources are highly dynamic
and volatile. With higher node churn and failure rate of volunteer resources, the value
of TopN needs to be larger to guarantee robustness. TopN - 1 redundant connections
are established in this case to provide redundancy. In order to minimize the number of
redundant connections, step 1 in the service selection process (4.1) tends to construct
a candidate list with a combination of dedicated and volunteer edge nodes. Dedicated
edge nodes may not have the best performance, but they provide reliable alternative
service access points when a better-performing volunteer node suddenly fails or leaves
the system. We argue that the overhead of multi-connection is acceptable since it
provides the necessary mechanical support for both performance probing strategy and
fault tolerance.
The immediate connection switch has its own tradeoff regarding the additional re-
quirements for Armada applications. Armada tends to support stateless workload when
local cached states and data cannot be immediately transferred to the newly-connected
edge node candidate for continuous processing. Based on our observations, this re-
quirement can hold for most latency-sensitive computation offloading workload since
the compute resources and power supply is the major concern and bottleneck. The
application can either be adjusted to maintain the hard states locally on the client sides
or utilize the Armada storage layer to align with the stateless requirement. Armada
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storage layer (3.5) persists the data on the edge and supports low-latency data access.
Chapter 6
Real-time Inference on Armada
We implement two real-time inference workloads to evaluate Armada performance.
Real-time object detection and face recognition are critical building blocks in commonly
used applications like augmented reality, cognitive assistance and security surveillance.
They are both computational-intensive and latency-sensitive, which require offloading
the computation to powerful servers and obtaining processing results in a timely manner.
First, we use an object detection workload to demonstrate the workflow of the Armada
computing layer. Second, the face recognition workload [53] showcases the coordination
between computing and storage layer when Armada application needs persistent edge
storage.
6.1 Real-time Object Detection
Figure 6.1 shows the workflow of real-time object detection in Armada. In the service
deployment phase (Figure 6.1 (a)) , service deployers first contact Beacon in step (1)
to submit the application along with requirements to Armada. Application manager
receives this request in step (2) and initiates three task deployment requests sent to
Spinner in step (3). Spinner then calls the Armada scheduler to find available edge
nodes and place the tasks in step (4). In the end, the tasks deployment status and
service deployment status are updated back to the deployers in step (5) - (8).
In Figure 6.1 (b), When users request the object detection service in Armada, they
need to first query the system for service access points in step (1) - (4), and then start
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sending the video frames for object detection in step (5). Note that TopN number of
connections are maintained using the candidate list obtained from the service selection
process.
Figure 6.1: Object detection workflow in Armada
6.2 Face Recognition
Figure 6.2 shows the workflow of real-time face recognition in Armada. In the service
deployment phase (Figure 6.2(a)), service deployers first submit the application along
with requirements for both compute and storage resources (1) - (2). Then the Appli-
cation manager contacts the Cargo manager to register the storage requirement of the
service (3). The Cargo manager selects three Cargos and allocates the required storage
resources for three data replicas. The three Cargos then use the specified data source to
pull the initial pre-labeled face datasets used to recognize people during the real-time
inference. In step (4) - (5), tasks are sent to the compute layer for deployments. To
connect tasks with nearby data access points, Captains queries Cargo manager in step
(6). Given the candidate list of access points, tasks can directly interact with the se-
lected data replicas in step (7) using Armada storage SDK. In the end, the task and
service deployment status are updated back to the deployers in step (8) - (11).
Figure 6.2 (b) shows the workflow when face recognition clients request the service.
In step (1) - (4), clients first query the system for service access points, and then start
sending video frames for face recognition in step (5). For any detected faces during
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the processing, tasks query data replicas in Cargos for face recognition (6). The read
requests send detected faces to Cargo searching for matched people, and the write
requests insert new labeled faces into the persistent data store for future recognition.
Figure 6.2: Face recognition workflow in Armada
Chapter 7
Evaluation
We evaluate Armada in both real-world edge environments and emulation platforms
in the cloud. The real-world experiment explores Armada performance in fine-grained
small geographical areas (regions within a city). The emulation experiment explores
wider-range geographical areas (regions across nearby cities). We first use a computation-
only workload, object detection, to demonstrate Armada service selection, scalability
and fault tolerance performance. Then we use a face recognition workload to explore
the storage layer performance when the persistent store is required.
7.1 Experimental Setup
In Table 7.1 and Table 7.2, we show the underlying hardware used for both real-world
and emulation experiments. Note that the third column shows the processing time per
frame for real-time object detection application on these hardwares.
7.1.1 Real-world Environment
We set up the real-world experiment environment around our University campus. As
shown in Table 7.1, A combination of both dedicated and volunteer resources is used.
Volunteer nodes V1 - V5 are located within 5 miles of the campus, and a powerful
University server D6 located on campus is considered the dedicated edge node.
While the dedicated node has more compute power and better network connectivity,




V1 Intel® Core™ i7-9700, 8 cores 24ms
V2 Intel® Core™ i7-2720, 6 cores 32ms
V3 Intel® Core™ i9-8950HK, 6 cores 31ms
V4 Intel® Core™ i5-8250U, 4 cores 45ms
V5 Intel® Core™ i5-5250U, 2 cores 49ms
D6 Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2620 v3, 24 cores 30ms×4
Cloud t2.large, 4 cores 34ms
Table 7.1: Real-world experiment
Node Type Location Processing
A t2.2xlarge, 8 cores City A 23ms
B t2.large, 4 cores City B 34ms
C t2.small, 2 cores City C 58ms
Cloud t2.large, 4 cores Cloud 34ms
Table 7.2: Emulation experiment
contributed by actual volunteers around the campus. The dedicated node D6 can hold
four service replicas in parallel, with each of them processing the video at 30ms/frame.
Figure 7.1 shows the benefits of exploiting volunteer resources from one user’s perspec-
tive. Volunteer nodes can deliver similar or even better performance compared to the
dedicated edge node.
Figure 7.1: CDF of end-to-end latency for different servers
7.1.2 Emulation Environment
Due to physical limits, we use the emulation environment to explore Armada perfor-
mance on a wider geographical scale. We use the network emulation platform Netropy
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[54] in AWS to emulate WAN connectivity for three nearby cities City A, City B and
City C that are about 100 - 150 miles away from each other. We configure limited
bandwidth on both client and edge sides, and the emulated networking RTT latency is
based on the ping tests we perform in real environments. Three edge nodes A, B, C are
located at three locations as shown in 7.2.
7.1.3 Baselines
We use geo-proximity, dedicated-edge-only and cloud scenarios for comparisons with
Armada.
• Geo-proximity: In the geo-proximity scenario, we force all users to connect to
the closest edge node in a geographical location, a typical edge selection policy to
identify the low-latency edge access point.
• Dedicated-edge-only: In the dedicated-edge-only scenario, we assume that only
limited dedicated edge resources are available, which is common in today’s edge
infrastructure deployment. As shown in Table 7.1, we use one powerful dedi-
cated node as compared to 5 resource-constrained volunteer nodes to maintain
a reasonable ratio of the availability of dedicated and volunteer resources. We
show the benefits of exploiting volunteer resources by comparing them with the
dedicated-edge-only scenario.
• Cloud: We show the cloud performance as the baseline compared to other sce-
narios. We use the closest AWS service region US East to deploy the services and
assume that the cloud has unlimited scalability with increasing user demand.
7.2 Latency-sensitive Service Selection
We set up three users C1, C2 and C3, in the real-world experiment. They are located
around the campus with heterogeneous networking performance to different edge nodes.
We also set up three users User A, User B and User C, in the emulation platform and
configure them to be at the same locations as nodes A, B and C with corresponding
real-world WAN networking performance. Table 7.3 and Table 7.4 show the pairwise
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end-to-end latency for object detection application. The bold underlined values refer to
the selected service access point in Armada for each user.
Client V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 D6 Cloud
C1 38 47 49 65 72 42 107
C2 43 35 56 58 61 45 102
C3 49 50 45 59 71 42 112
Table 7.3: End-to-end latency (ms) in real-world environment
Client A B C Cloud
User A 31 63 89 108
User B 63 47 83 102
User C 51 68 58 111
Table 7.4: End-to-end latency (ms) in emulation environment
The experiment results show that users in both real-world and emulation environ-
ments can identify the heterogeneity of the environment and select the best-performing
node to offload the workload. In Table 7.4, User C can select a farther node A due to
local resource limitation in node C.
7.3 Scalability and Load Balancing
We explore Armada’s scalability performance over high user demand and wide user
distribution. We evaluate the average end-to-end latency for the object detection ap-
plication with a varying number of users and edge nodes.
7.3.1 Performance over increasing user demand
We recruit 15 users around the campus (within 5 miles) with heterogeneous networks
to play object detection clients in real-world experiments. With edge resources from
five volunteer nodes and one dedicated node shown in Table 7.1, 15 users incrementally
start requesting the service. We record the average end-to-end latency at three time
slots when there are five, ten and 15 concurrent users. Figure 7.2 shows the user average
performance using Armada as well as other baselines.
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Figure 7.2: Performance over increasing user demand
Armada shows promising scalability performance: 33% faster than the geo-proximity
scenario and 52% faster than the dedicated-edge-only scenario at #client = 15 in our
experimental setup. First, locality-based service selection ignores network heterogeneity
and quickly leads to performance degradation caused by overload. Second, dedicated
edge resources are limited in point-of-presence and elasticity. High concurrent user
demand can easily overload an edge cite as shown in Figure 7.2, where the dedicated-
edge-only scenario is even worse than cloud performance at #client = 15.
7.3.2 Performance over wide user distribution
In this emulation experiment, we explore Armada scalability and load balancing behav-
iors in wide area settings.
Varying no. of users with a fixed set of edge nodes: In Figure 7.3, with
static edge nodes A, B and C as described in ?? (b), we incrementally add users to
different cities and observe the average latency performance for users at each city. Each
subfigure tells the user distribution and the notation table tells the user edge selection
results in Armada. Figure 7.3 (a), as an example, has one user at City A, one user at
City B and zero user at City C. The City A user selects node A and the City B user
selects node B for processing. We also show the latency performance for locality-based
edge selection and cloud as comparisons with Armada.
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Figure 7.3: End-to-end latency: varying no. of users with fixed set of edge nodes. Each
subfigure shows performance under different user distributions. The notation table tells
the user edge selection results in Armada.
Figure 7.4: End-to-end latency: varying no. of edge nodes with fixed set of users. Each
subfigure shows performance under different edge node distributions. The notation table
tells the user edge selection results in Armada.
Figure 7.3 (b) shows that the user at City C selects node A for processing since node
A is more powerful and has better performance compared to local node C. Figure 7.3 (c)
shows that when two local users are present at City A, the user at City C switches back
to local node C since node A is fully loaded serving local users. Figure 7.3 (d) shows
that when node C is already serving a local user, the second user selects the farther
node A after performance probing comparisons. Note that the average performance for
users at City A in Figure 7.3 (b) and (d) are worse than the locality-based approach
because local node A serves more users from other cities.
Varying no. of edge nodes with a fixed set of users: In Figure 7.4, with
three static users at three cities, we incrementally add edge nodes to observe the user
performance. Subfigure captains tell the edge node distribution in this case. Figure 7.4
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(b) shows that a new node at City A improves the performance of all three users in
different cities. Figure 7.4 (c) shows that a new node at City B further improves the
performance of all three users. The user at City B switches to local node B and releases
more resources in node A. Figure 7.4 (d) shows that a new node at City C does not
affect the performance because the powerful node A delivers a better performance to
the user at City C.
7.3.3 Fast auto-scaling and Captain registration
We also explore the task deployment speed during the service auto-scaling process.
When multiple edge nodes satisfy the task deployment requirements, Armada scheduler
tends to select node candidates with overlapping dependencies and base images to ac-
celerate the task deployment process. Armada has unlimited potential to expand with
the help of volunteer nodes, therefore, we also explore the Captain registration time
and resource usage during idle time to explore Captain lightweight characteristics com-
pared to K3s [40] and K8s [41]. The details of fast auto-scaling and Captain registration
performance is discussed in our tech report [51]
7.4 Fault Tolerance
Armada uses the user-driven multi-connection strategy to guarantee continuous service
over edge failures. We evaluate the Armada fault tolerance performance in the real-
world experiment environment with the object detection workload.
Figure 7.5 (a) shows the end-to-end latency for continuous video frames from a single-
user perspective. When the currently connected edge node suddenly fails or leaves the
system, the Armada client can immediately switch to a backup node and prevent the
service downtime compared to a server re-connect approach.
In Figure 7.5 (b), we manually fail edge nodes one by one and observe the average
end-to-end latency of ten static users after each failure. The service is always guaranteed
to be continuous in this experiment. So, as comparisons, we develop an Edge-to-Cloud
approach where the end-user can immediately switch to the cloud due to node failure.
The value on top of each data point (say 8/10) shows the number of still connected
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Figure 7.5: End-to-end latency over node churn. The ratios over data points show the
number of users that are still connected to edge nodes.
users to the edge after each node failure. With all the edge nodes failing, both Edge-to-
Cloud and Armada approaches show cloud performance at the end. However, Armada
shows a lower average latency since the failed users switch to alternative edge nodes for
low-latency processing.
7.5 Performance of Storage Layer
We use the face recognition workload to evaluate storage layer performance in real-world
environments. Since edge nodes in Armada are volatile and dynamic, data persistence
poses challenges considering low-latency requirement of data access and storage capac-
ity limitation on the edge. Armada storage layer introduces latency-sensitive Cargo
selection mechanisms and flexible data duplication policies with different consistency
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levels to support low-latency data access and reliable data storage on the edge.
We evaluate the effects of the Cargo selection strategy, storage fault tolerance and
different consistency policies in our tech report [51].
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
Motivated by powerful and highly-distributed edge resources that are underutilized, we
presented the design of Armada, a densely distributed edge cloud infrastructure running
on dedicated and volunteer resources. The lightweight Armada architecture and system
optimization techniques were described, including performance-aware edge selection,
auto-scaling and load balancing on the edge, fault tolerance, and in-situ data access.
We illustrated how Armada served geo-distributed users in heterogeneous environments.
An evaluation was performed in both real-world volunteer environments and emulated
platforms. Compared to the locality-based approach and dedicated-resource-only sce-
nario, Armada shows a 32% - 52% reduction in average end-to-end latency when local
users tend to overload the available edge resources. We use a small-scale real-world
experiment configuration with 15 users and limited volunteer edge nodes to showcase
the scalability feature of Armada. We also plan to develop an experimental platform to
verify the scalability feature in a large-scale setting.
A true acceptance of edge computing and emerging edge applications are based on
a wide deployment of edge computing infrastructure, which requires tens of thousands
edge site Point-of-Presence (PoPs) to be widely distributed around end users and data
sources. Today’s edge resource availability contributed by major cloud providers and on-
premise deployments is far from the expectation level. We argue that an effective edge
computing platform in the future should be constructed with loosely-coupled contribu-
tors from different companies, organizations, institutions and individuals to guarantee
a wide and dense distribution of edge resources. Heterogeneous and volunteer-based
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dynamic environments will become main challenges to allocate resources and provision
edge workloads.
For future work, an optimization problem needs to be formulated in volunteer edge-
dense environments to minimize the average end-to-end latency for application clients
through better service selection and placement decisions. We should also consider mul-
tiple applications with heterogeneous QoS requirements to improve overall resource
utilization. Different QoS requirements of applications and geographically-distributed
application clients can guide resource allocation to satisfy the latency requirements of
more users. An online churn analysis is required to quantify the volunteer node stabil-
ity, which plays an essential part in the service placement process. Furthermore, in the
Armada storage layer, different data placement, duplication, consistency and migration
policies will be explored to dynamically cater the need of latency-sensitive applications.
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